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HANDY FORCE

Model: 2761/10
Code: 00P276110AR0
EAN: 8003705116948

Handy Force Ariete 2761 is the light and handy electric broom, which easily transforms into a practical
portable handheld vacuum cleaner for cleaning all rooms and corners of the house. The corded electric
broom is powerful and ideal for cleaning floors of all kinds, rugs and carpets, thanks to the bagless
cyclonic technology, which allows you to vacuum even the most stubborn dirt. With a single move, the
Handy Force electric broom turns into a portable handheld vacuum cleaner with a spout perfect for
cleaning hard-to-reach corners and crevices, shelves and floors. Using the special fabric accessory, with
Handy Force even sofas, armchairs and cushions can be vacuumed in an instant.

Handy Force is not only practical and versatile to use, but also very easy to clean: the tank can in fact be
emptied in an instant directly above the dustbin and the Hepa filter, which guarantees maximum suction
of dust and dirt, can be washed directly underneath. running water, to always guarantee the best suction
performance. The practical support for hooking to the wall allows you to store the electric broom
wherever you prefer and always have it at hand for the daily cleaning of your home.

Your electric broom will have a long life thanks to the cyclonic technology that maximizes the suction
power, but also the duration of the filters, which can be replaced periodically. Discover the replacement
filters compatible with the Handy Force Ariete 2761 electric broom.

Product specifications

Product length 27.00 cm
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Product width 23.00 cm

Product height 122.00 cm

Product weight 2.24 Kg

Box weight 2.85 Kg

Master weight 12.24 Kg

Master pieces 4

Pallet pieces 48

20 container pieces 1040

40 container pieces 2280

40H container pieces 2440
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